Permanent position (CDI) PHD for Microfluidic PROJECT
SUPERVISION & WRITING

²

You feel ready to supervise interdisciplinary research projects ?
You are confident with scientific writing in English ?
You are confident in discovering new field microfluidic, biotech, , chemistry ?

What will you do at the Elveflow Microfluidic Innovation Center ?
You will join the Elveflow R&D team to write and supervise scientific projects in fields related to
microfluidics for cell biology, medicine and chemistry. You will coordinate the outset of the grant with
our team (science, finance, recruitment), supervise your research projects, participate to researches
for your projects, attend meetings and steering comities in Europe to coordinate your scientific
projects. You will also interact with all the CEO of our consortium of companies, the NBIC valley, to
settle collaborative research project with them.
Your job will mainly consist in :
- Writing scientific grants into emerging high potential microfluidic topics for biotechnologies and
medical purpose or any disruptive technologies
- Discussing with researchers all over Europe to understand their scientific needs and settle consortium
- Supervising your research projects from A to Z
You will work in direct relation with the CEO of Elvesys and of the different companies of the NBIC
valley to define which projects are interesting from a strategically point of view. You will also be in
direct relation with the whole R&D team to find a way to solve our partners’ scientific problems.
Job Requirements :
A Phd related to microfluidic
A smart mind, interest for the continuous discovery of new fields related to microfluidics & lab on chip
Entrepreneurial mindset, friendly, open minded, ready to try everything to reach your dreamy life
Perfect English speaking and writing
Salary : no limit , your salary will depend on your success. Join our team, share our dreams and let's try
to build together the seed of the next technological revolution.

Join the NBIC valley : Contact us by email with the title of this job offer at : rh@elvesys.com

